SNOW PLOW ROADEO COURSE

(A) LEFT - HAND 90 DEGREE TURN

(B) RIGHT WHEEL STRADDLE

(C) ALLEY DOCK (REVERSE TO DOCK)

(D) SERPENTINE COURSE
(WEAVE BETWEEN BARRELS; MUST START ON LEFT SIDE OF FIRST BARREL; RETURN THROUGH BARRELS IN REVERSE)

(E) PLOW RIGHT CURB LINE

(F) MAILBOX PLOWING

(G) PLOWING BETWEEN PARKED CARS

(H) OFFSET LANES

(I) CUL-DE-SAC TURN AROUND

(J) STOP LINE
12" STOP LINE ON 4" WIDE PLYWOOD

(K) TOTAL DRIVING COURSE TIME

FINISH

STOP
CHANGE DRIVERS

START

BARRELS • MAIL BOX • 4" x 4" (12") • TRAFFIC CONES

Distances between barrels on serpentine course are taken center-to-center.
Distances between cones are measured between inside edges of cone base.